New On DVD & Blu-Ray
The Hobbit The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey is the first chapter in Peter
Jackson's new epic trilogy set in Middle-Earth 60 years before J.R.R. Toklien's
The Lord of the Rings saga. Follow Bilbo Baggins as he's swept into a quest to
reclaim the lost Dwarf Kingdom of Erebor, long ago conquered by the dragon
Smaug. Approached by the wizard Gandalf the Grey, Bilbo finds himself joining
a company of thirteen dwarves led by the legendary warrior Thorin
Oakenshield. Their journey will take them through treacherous lands swarming
with Goblins and Orcs, deadly Wargs, giant Spiders, Shapeshifters and Sorcerers.
They must escape the goblin tunnels, where Bilbo meets the creature Gollum
who will change his life forever. Alone with Gollum on the shores of an
underground lake, the unassuming Bilbo Baggins not only discovers guile and
courage that surprise him, he also gains possession of Gollum's "precious" ring
that holds unexpected and useful qualities, tied to the fate of all Middle-Earth.
Several key talent members from The Lord of the Rings trilogy reprise their
roles, along with exciting new cast members. Warner
Hotel Transylvania Welcome to the Hotel Transylvania, Dracula's lavish
five-stake resort, where monsters and their families can live it up, free to be the
monsters they are without humans to bother them. On one special weekend,
Dracula has invited some of the world's most famous monsters - Frankenstein
and his wife, the Mummy, the Invisible Man, a family of werewolves, and more to celebrate his daughter Mavis' 118th birthday. For Drac, catering to all of
these legendary monsters is no problem - but his world could come crashing
down when a human stumbles on the hotel for the first time and takes a shine
to Mavis. Features the voices of Adam Sandler. Kevin James and Selena Gomez.
Special features include "Goodnight Mr. Foot" mini-movie, deleted scenes, 2
behind-the-scenes featurettes, more. Sony
Police Story /Police Story II In Jackie Chan's Police Story, Kevin (Chan), a heroic
cop with the Hong Kong Police Department, is assigned to guard a key witness
in the trial of a mobster he single-handedly captured. But the tables are turned
when Kevin is duped by the comely witness. The drug boss is then released for
lack of evidence, and Kevin is framed for murder. This entertaining action film
pawned a successful franchise and is widely considered to be one of Chan's
best movies. Police Story 2 finds super-cop Kevin once again at odds with his
superiors over his unorthodox, yet effective, tactics. Demoted to a traffic officer,
Kevin learns that the mob kingpin he put behind bars is out--and craving
revenge! With the mix of high-flying action and hilarious slapstick one expects
of a Chan picture, Kevin proceeds on a mission to thwart the criminal's evil
bombing plot while trying to keep his beautiful girlfriend (Maggie Cheung) out
of harm's way. Shout
Lay the Favorite Get ready to get lucky! Professional odds-maker Dink (Bruce
Willis) is running a small-time sports gambling enterprise when a former
stripper named Beth (Rebecca Hall) promises to help him score big - and turns
his world upside down. With his connections and her knack for numbers, the
lucrative business of sports betting will never be the same. Catherine
Zeta-Jones and Joshua Jackson round out the talented cast of misfits who are
willing to risk everything for their dreams. Sly and sexy, heart-warming and
hilarious, Lay The Favorite, directed by Stephen Frears (The Queen, High
Fidelity), delivers laughs and thrills in this vivid expose of the world of gambling
based on Beth Raymer's best-selling memoir. Anchor Bay
The Mob Doctor Complete Series Feisty doctor Grace Devlin is fast becoming
one of Chicago’s top young thoracic surgeons, but her life is complicated by a
debt she owes to mob boss Constantine Alexander, for whom she must treat
injured gangsters and risk everything she holds dear. Sony
Men at Work Get your daily dose of menspiration in this laugh-out-loud
comedy series created by writer and director Breckin Meyer (Road Trip, TV's
Franklin & Bash). Irreverent and outrageously funny, Men At Work: The Complete
First Season follows the misadventures of Milo (Danny Masterson, TV's That '70s
Show), Neal (Adam Busch, TV's Buffy the Vampire Slayer), Tyler (Michael Cassidy,
Argo) and Gibbs (James Lesure, TV's Las Vegas), four sex-obsessed employees at
a Manhattan-based men's magazine who have each other's backs as they mate,
date and relate to women. Sony
Thorne In this acclaimed adaptation of Mark Billingham's first two novels,
directed by Stephen Hopkins and Benjamin Ross, David Morrissey of The
Walking Dead stars as Detective Inspector Tom Thorne, the brilliant but
haunted investigator for whom nothing is ever by the book. In Sleepyhead,
Thorne's only key to catching a serial killer is a survivor unable to move or
communicate. In Scaredycat, Thorne hunts a psychopath who may have formed
a depraved partnership. Through it all, he will clash with colleagues, take
shocking risks, and battle the personal demons that could destroy his world
forever. Anchor Bay
Baltimore Ravens Superbowl XLVII Champions Believe It, Baltimore, your
Ravens are once again Super Bowl Champions! With their thrilling 34-31 victory
over the San Francisco 49ers, the Ravens put an exclamation point at the end of
Ray Lewis' Hall Of Fame career, and rode the talents of Lewis, quarterback Joe
Flacco, tailback Ray Rice and a host of others to the second World
Championship in franchise history. After capturing the AFC North title for the
third straight year, the Ravens topped the Colts and stunned the Broncos and
Patriots on their home turf before knocking off the Niners, coached by Head
Coach John Harbaugh's brother, Jim, in Super Bowl XLVII. Warner
Strange Frame It is the end of the 28th century. We're on Ganymede, one of the
moons of Jupiter. The human race has long since left a decimated Earth. To
survive the harsh climates of other planets and moons, humans have
genetically modified themselves making skin color and sexual organs a
common matter of fashion. Two beautiful musicians, Parker, a soulful
saxophonist, and Naia, an impish guitarist, play center stage. They move almost
as one, a seamless harmony developed over the years from the bonding and
sharing in their struggle to get just this far in their careers. Unfortunately, fame
is about to tear them apart Stars Claudia Black, Tara Strong, Ron Glass. Wolfe
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Parental Guidance Billy Crystal and Bette Midler star as Artie and Diane -- an
old-school grandfather and his people-pleasing wife, who babysit for their three
decidedly 21st century grandchildren while the kids' type-A parents (played by
Marisa Tomei and Tom Everett Scott) are away for work. Artie's traditional ideas go
toe-to-toe with the kids' (and their parents') cutting-edge, multitasking ways, but this
modern family comes to learn that love, understanding, and an openness to trying
new and old things, will always keep a family together. Andy Fickman directs from a
script by Lisa Addario and Joe Syracuse. Fox
The Sandlot An insecure young boy named Scotty moves into a new town with his
recently remarried mother and stepdad. Feeling ostracized as the new kid on the
block, Scotty tries to make friends with the other boys. But they spurn him when they
realize that Scotty knows next to nothing about baseball not even who the "Great
Bambino" (Babe Ruth) is. Dejected and lonely, Scotty begins to feel he will always be
an outsider. Then Benny "The Jet" Rodriguez, the best ballplayer in school, befriends
him and things change quickly: the boys are more willing to accept Scotty, despite
their reservations, and they have fun playing ball together all summer. But a mystery
lurks in this small town, a tale told in hushed tones about a creature called "The
Beast". According to legend, the furry monster lives just beyond the left field fence of
the sandlot devouring baseballs in lieu of little boys. Scotty and Benny embark on an
adventure into the lair of this mythic behemoth, and their heroic exploits finally
make Scotty a fully-accepted member of the gang. The already popular Benny
becomes a living legend to the other boys. Fox
Iron Man: Rise of Technovore Billionaire Tony Stark, in his Iron Man armor, prevents
an attack from a mysterious new foe, but innocent bystanders are killed, including
his best friend War Machine, Lt. Colonel James Rhodes. Detained for questioning by
S.H.I.E.L.D., Iron Man escapes, determined to find the mastermind behind the attack.
Pursued by Black Widow and Hawkeye, Iron Man enlists the help of the ruthless
vigilante the Punisher. But can the Armored Avenger handle what he finds when he
catches the person responsible and is forced to face his deadliest weapon, a
biotechnology called Technovore that could wipe out all life on the planet? Sony
The Borgias Season One Is a complex, unvarnished portrait of one of history's most
intriguing families. Oscar-winner Jeremy Irons stars as Rodrigo Borgia, the cunning,
manipulative patriarch of the Borgia family who ascends to the highest circles of
power within Renaissance-era Italy. The series begins as Rodrigo becomes Pope
Alexander VI, propelling him, his two Machiavellian sons Cesare and Juan, and his
scandalously beautiful daughter, Lucrezia, to become the most powerful and
influential family of the Italian Renaissance. Also stars David Oakes, Francois Arnaud,
Holliday Grainger, Aidan Alexander, Emmanuelle Chriqui, Ronan Vibert, Mark Noble,
Colm Feore, Joanne Whalley. Showtime
The Borgias Season 2 The Borgias return for more seduction, schemes, and outright
villainy in all 10 riveting episodes from the second season. Academy Award winner
Jeremy Irons is back as Rodrigo Borgia, the power-hungry patriarch of the Borgia
clan, who has schemed his way to the top of Roman society as Pope Alexander VI.
But with absolute power comes even more powerful enemies who will stop at
nothing to see him toppled. While the Pope schemes to destroy his foes, his mistress
Giulia Farnese (Lotte Verbeek) realizes her position in the bedroom is precarious at
best; daughter Lucrezia (Holliday Grainger) seduces new suitors while caring for her
illicit baby; and brothers Cesare (Francois Arnaud) and Juan (David Oakes) take
sibling rivalry to a whole new level of deviancy. Be there for every stunning moment
of the critically acclaimed crime drama with a royal pedigree. Showtime
To The Arctic To The Arctic takes you on a never before seen journey through the
power of the IMAX lens into the lives of a mother polar bear and her two
seven-month-old cubs as they navigate the changing Arctic wilderness they call
home. Captivating, adventurous, and intimate footage brings you up close and
personal with this family's struggle to survive in a frigid and dynamic environment of
melting ice, immense glaciers, spectacular waterfalls, and majestic snow-bound
peaks. Three-time Academy Award® winner Meryl Streep narrates To The Arctic.
Special Features: Includes UltraViolet so you can enjoy the film on many different
compatible devices. Warner
Deadball The demented masterminds behind the cult hit Battlefield Baseball (2003)
reteam for this mind-melting companion film set in a nightmarish reform school,
where baseball prodigy-turned notorious juvenile delinquent Jubeh Yakyu is forced
to compete in a bloody baseball tournament in order to solve the mysterious death
of his younger brother, a convicted spree killer. Once upon a time, teenage
ball-player Jubeh (thirty-something Tak Sakaguchi reprising his role) was on his way
to the major leagues. But when his ferocious fireball pitch claimed the life of his
beloved father, Jubed hung up his glove, and turned his back on baseball. His new
home now is Pterodactyl Juvenile Reformatory, a dead end hellhole that's filled with
cut-throat criminals. With Nazi blood pumping though her stone cold heart, ruthless
Headmistress Ishihara presides over Pterodactyl with an iron fist. Meanwhile her
cruel servant Ilsa takes sadistic pleasure in the suffering of the inmates. Shortly after
learning that his psychotic younger brother Musashi previously perished in this
same vile reformatory, Jubed is presented with the option of using his formidable
baseball skills to lead Pterodactyl's baseball team The Gauntlets in the national
league tournament, or seeing his cellmate Four Eyes (Mari Hoshino) suffer an
agonizing death. Now, as the tournament gets underway, and The Gauntlets face off
against a series of baseball teams, each more powerful and evil than the last, Jubed
fights to stay alive in order to find out whatever became of his long-lost little brother.
Well Go
Stitches Years after their prank on young Tommy's (Tommy Knight, Doctor Who)
birthday left hired clown Stitches (Ross Noble) dead on the kitchen floor, Tommy's
childhood friends gather to plan one last birthday party to end all parties. But they
didn't count on the degenerate jester returning from the grave to seek vengeance
on the teens who caused his untimely end. Now Tommy and his friends are on the
run from an undead jokester who's ready to use every trick in the book to exact his
revenge. Director Conor McMahon delivers a delirious slasher with Stitches, the
hilariously twisted and blood soaked tale of one very bad clown. Dark Sky
Ironman Armored Adventures Season 2, Volume 3 Join Tony Stark and his friends as
they battle it out to keep control of his father's company, Stark Enterprises and
protect the original Iron Man armor! Watch as he fights villains to save his position as
the original Iron Man all while being a normal teenager. Will he be able to help a
fellow super-hero regain his power? Or will he turn his back on him in an effort to
protect himself? Anything can happen in the superhero world of Iron Man Armored
Adventures This release from the high-octane animated Series Iron Man: Armored
Adventures offers six episodes from the show's second season, following the titular
self-made super hero as he manages his private life as audacious millionaire Tony
Stark while simultaneously piloting the super suit that allows him to face off against
the most hardcore villains. Vinendi
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This Must Be the Place Fifty-year-old retired goth rocker Cheyenne (Sean
Penn) travels from London to New York to visit his dying father, and then
journeys across the United States on a mission to seek revenge against the
elusive ex-Nazi war criminal who persecuted his dad in Auschwitz.
Despondent after two of his young fans commit suicide, Cheyenne retreats
to his Dublin mansion and begins living off of his royalties alongside his
down-to-earth wife Jane (Frances McDormand). Later, he receives word that
his father is dying in New York City. Although they haven't spoken in 30
years, he boards the first available flight to bid his dad farewell.
Unfortunately, Cheyenne arrives too late. Upon reconnecting with his cousin
Richard (Liron Levo), however, the morose musician learns that his father, a
Holocaust survivor, had been tracking Auschwitz guard Aloise Lange (Heinz
Lieven) around America for decades. Filled with ennui yet determined not to
let Lange escape unpunished, Cheyenne vows to pick up the mission his
father left uncompleted. Anchor Bay
Atlas Shrugged Part 2 As an oppressive government attempts to seize
control of a world on the brink of collapse, one woman makes a discovery
that could put power back into the hands of the people in this sprawling
adaptation of Ayn Rand's famous novel. As the economy buckles,
unemployment skyrockets and the price of oil reaches an all-time high, the
world's greatest minds all begin to disappear without a trace. But just when
it seems as if all hope is lost, Taggart Transcontinental Vice President in
Charge of Operations Dagny Taggart (Samantha Mathis) discovers a
revolutionary motor that can harvest unlimited energy without the need for
fossil fuels. But without the inventor to reveal all its secrets, the motor is
useless. Now, as a tyrannical government rises, word of the radical new
invention begins to spread and Taggart must race to find the one person
who knows how to harness its power before it falls into the wrong hands,
and all hope is lost. Fox
Not Suitable For Children Everybody loves Jonah (Ryan Kwanten) especially the ladies. He's young, hot, sharing a cool house with his best
friends Gus (Ryan Corr) and Stevie (Sarah Snook), and throwing parties that
rock and keep the bills paid. Then: that awkward moment when your
random one-night-stand asks, is that a lump? Boom. Jonah's got testicular
cancer. His life isn't at risk, but the impending treatment will leave him
completely infertile. Jonah realizes to everyone's shock: he wants to be a
dad. His attempts at the sperm bank are a failure. His only choice is natural
conception within the next four weeks. He's gotta procreate before it's too
late. What follows is a rousing (get it?) parade of ex-girlfriends, mistaken
match-ups, surrogate slip-ups and a whole lot of Baby Daddy Drama. Poor
Jonah may be out of options - until he starts listening to his friends and his
heart, and realizes that a perfect candidate might be closer than anyone
would think. Well Go USA
UltraMarines It is the 41st Millennium, and the only force that stands
between humanity and alien hordes are the Space Marines. Genetically
enhanced, clad in power armor and knowing no fear they are the angels of
death. And the greatest of them are the Ultramarines. But when a select
squad of scarred veterans and raw recruits responds to a distant planet's
distress beacon, they'll discover that a horrific evil has been unleashed. And
amidst a living nightmare of chaos, carnage and demonic fury, these steel
battle-brothers must now survive the ultimate enemy: Themselves. The
voices of Terence Stamp (Superman II, Wanted), John Hurt (Alien, Hellboy)
and Sean Pertwee (Dog Soldiers, Event Horizon) star in this intense CGI
animated sci-fi/action thriller and the first-ever feature-length movie
interpretation of the Warhammer 40,000 universe. Anchor Bay
Population 2: The Countdown Has Started The sole survivor of a mysterious
apocalypse wanders the desolate wastelands by day, and retreats to her
subterranean lair each night. As the sun falls over the horizon, she reflects
on her tragic past. This is the only Suzanne Tufan video. Stars also making
their debut in this video: Gil Luna. Green Apple
The Four Gangs of spies. A royal secret service. A covert governing
organization. A divine constabulary. Everyone wants to know about a stolen
coin cast and a mysterious circulation of counterfeit currency. Every
government agency and financial interest in the region has an interest and a
plan. But this scam is only the beginning of their problems. Something
supernatural is happening. Someone is forming an army of the undead,
created to crush anything that stands in their way, making their way to the
capital. Coldblood. Iron hands. Emotionless. Life Snatcher. They are kung fu
superheroes. They are The Four. And they may be our only chance. Based on
the greatly-loved novel "The Four Detective Guards" by Wen Ruian, Gordon
Chan's (Fist Of Legend) film adaptation is the first for the big screen, and the
beginning of a planned trilogy. Well Go USA
The Bible The Epic Miniseries This is a 10-hour, five-part, mini-series. It will
tell some of the best-known stories from the most popular book in human
history, from Noah's Ark and the Exodus to Daniel in the Lion's Den to the
crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus. Stars:Diogo Morgado, Darwin Shaw,
Paul Brightwell. Fox
Bangkok Revenge Manit (Jon Foo) witnessed the murder of his parents
when he was just 10 years old. The killers shot him in the head, but he
miraculously survived. However, the damage to his brain left him unable to
experience regular human emotions. A martial arts master saved him and
took him in. Twenty years later, Manit has become a master of martial arts
himself. He returns to the scene of the crime to kill the enemy. Well Go USA

